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High-powered
speaker line-up for
Fresh Produce
India

Belgian Fruit Valley's Marc Evrard (left) joins a panel
of key European suppliers to discuss the future of
the Indian apple market, while Subhadeep Sanyal of
Omnivore outlines the big trends in the nation's agtech sector
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Interactive sessions include live chat and
Q&A with speakers, so delegates can ask
them the questions that matter most to
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India sessions while networking with
other attendees, and if they miss any
sessions, these are all available on demand
to watch later.
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A boom in India’s ag-tech start-up sector
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Investing in the supply chain

India has already made its presence felt in
the global apple trade. While a major

India is also witnessing exciting new

producer in its own right, it has rapidly

investments in cold chain logistics and in
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Intelligence Consulting kicks off with a

innovative solutions on both fronts.

look at India’s apple business in the global

hottest new categories in India, albeit
building from a low base. Charif
Carvajal of the Chilean Fruit Exporters
Association (Asoex) unveils the results
of Chile’s first-ever cherry promotions in
India in 2020/21. Senthil Natarajan of KPN
Farm Fresh, the fruit store chain and
importer, explains how Indian consumers
see cherries and what needs to be done to
grow the category.
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of premier shipping services company JM
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Baxi Group, provides his expert
perspective on India’s changing logistics
landscape. Joining Kotak is Tarun
Arora, director of leading Indian
importer IG International. The pair
discuss a tie-up between JM Baxi and IG
to construct a world-class cold storage
facility in Mumbai and speed up handling
and transportation of containers from
Nhava Sheva port to customers across
India.

European suppliers have gained a
significant share of India’s apple market
over recent years, aided by obstacles to

To register, or for more information, visit
the website: www.freshproduceindia.com

established suppliers such as the US and
China. A panel of leading European
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apple market and the opportunities and
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challenges ahead.

Kanuga talks about its inland container
depot at Palwal, a cargo gateway to India’s
National Capital Region encompassing
New Delhi and surrounding urban areas.

Emerging categories in India’s fruit
market such as pears and cherries also
come under the spotlight in the final
segment. Fresh Intelligence Consulting’s
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